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Talk overview
1. What?

2. Why?

3. What else?

4. How?

5. Then what?
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1. What
✤ Standard (RAM) model, word size w.

✤ Static set S of n strings

✤ Prefix query: Given a string p, what 
strings in S have p as a prefix?

‣ Report all matching strings.
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✤ Prefix query: Given a string p, what 
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1. What
✤ Standard (RAM) model, word size w.

✤ Static set S of n strings

✤ Prefix query: Given a string p, what 
strings in S have p as a prefix?

‣ Report all matching strings.

‣ Index: Assume strings stored sorted.
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2. Why?
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2. Why?

ALGO Liverp*
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2. Why?
✤ OLAP in a nutshell:

‣ Dimensions D = Set<rooted tree>.

‣ FactTable F = 
List<node from each D, number>.

‣ Query: Given subtrees of D, sum up 
the numbers in F where all nodes are 
contained in the subtrees.
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2. Why?

fast memory

index

slow memory

data
(sorted)
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3. What else?
✤ Special case of range query

‣ return rankS([a;b])

✤ Generalizes point query 

‣ return rankS({x})

✤ No easier than existence queries

‣ return S∩[a;b]≠∅
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Results on query time
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ABSTRACT

We develop a new technique for proving cell-probe lower
bounds for static data structures. Previous lower bounds
used a reduction to communication games, which was known
not to be tight by counting arguments. We give the first
lower bound for an explicit problem which breaks this com-
munication complexity barrier. In addition, our bounds
give the first separation between polynomial and near linear
space. Such a separation is inherently impossible by com-
munication complexity.

Using our lower bound technique and new upper bound
constructions, we obtain tight bounds for searching pre-
decessors among a static set of integers. Given a set Y
of n integers of ! bits each, the goal is to e!ciently find
predecessor(x) = max {y " Y | y # x}. For this purpose,
we represent Y on a RAM with word length b using S $ n!
bits of space. Defining a = lg S

n , we show that the optimal
search time is, up to constant factors:

min
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In external memory (b > !), it follows that the optimal
strategy is to use either standard B-trees, or a RAM algo-
rithm ignoring the larger block size. In the important case
of b = ! = " lg n, for " > 1 (i.e. polynomial universes),
and near linear space (such as S = n · lgO(1) n), the opti-
mal search time is "(lg !). Thus, our lower bound implies
the surprising conclusion that van Emde Boas’ classic data
structure from [FOCS’75] is optimal in this case. Note that
for space n1+", a running time of O(lg !/ lg lg !) was given
by Beame and Fich [STOC’99].
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we provide tight trade-o#s between query

time and space of representation for static predecessor search.
This is one of the most basic data structures, and the trade-
o# gives the first separation between linear and polynomial
space for any data structure problem.

1.1 The Complexity-Theoretic View
Yao’s cell-probe model [18] is typically the model of choice

for proving lower bounds on data structures. The model as-
sumes the memory is organized in b-bit cells (alternatively
called words). In the case of static data structures, one first
constructs a representation of the input in a table with a
bounded number of cells S (the space complexity). Then, a
query can be answered by probing certain cells. The time
complexity T is defined to be the number of cell probes.
The model allows free nonuniform computation for both con-
structing the input representation, and for the query algo-
rithm. Thus, the model is stronger than the word RAM or
its variants, which are used for upper bounds, implementable
in a programming language like C. In keeping with the stan-
dard assumptions on the upper bound side, we only consider
b = $(lg n).

Typically, lower bounds in this model are proved by con-
sidering a two-party communication game. Assume Bob
holds the data structure’s input, while Alice holds the query.
By simulating the cell-probe solution, one can obtain a pro-
tocol with T rounds, in which Alice sends lg S bits and Bob
replies with b bits per round. Thus, a lower bound on the
number of rounds translates into a cell-probe lower bound.

Intuitively, we do not expect this relation between cell-
probe and communication complexity to be tight. In the
communication model, Bob can remember past communi-
cation, and answer new queries based on this. Needless to
say, if Bob is just a table of cells, he cannot remember any-
thing, and his responses must be a function of Alice’s last
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ABSTRACT

We consider static one dimensional range searching prob-
lems. These problems are to build static data structures for
an integer set S " U , where U = {0, 1, . . . , 2w # 1}, which
support various queries for integer intervals of U . For the
query of reporting all integers in S contained within a query
interval, we present an optimal data structure with linear
space cost and with query time linear in the number of inte-
gers reported. This result holds in the unit cost RAM model
with word size w and a standard instruction set. We also
present a linear space data structure for approximate range
counting. A range counting query for an interval returns
the number of integers in S contained within the interval.
For any constant ! > 0, our range counting data structure
returns in constant time an approximate answer which is
within a factor of at most 1 + ! of the correct answer.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let S be a subset of the universe U = {0, 1, . . . , 2w # 1}
for some parameter w. We consider static data structures
for storing the set S such that various types of range search
queries can be answered for S. Our bounds are valid in
the standard unit cost RAM with word size w and a stan-
dard instruction set. We present an optimal data struc-
ture for the fundamental problem of reporting all elements
from S contained within a given query interval. We also pro-
vide a data structure that supports an approximate range
counting query and show how this can be applied for multi-
dimensional orthogonal range searching. In particular, we
provide new results for the following query operations.

!Partially supported by a grant from The Danish Natural
Science Research Council, grant no. 51-00-0390.
†Partially supported by the IST Programme of the EU under
contract number IST-1999-14186 (ALCOM-FT)
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by the Danish National Research Foundation.
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FindAny(a, b), a, b $ U : Report any element in S % [a, b] or
& if there is no such element.

Report(a, b), a, b $ U : Report all elements in S % [a, b].

Count!(a, b), a, b $ U, ! ' 0: Return an integer k such that
|S % [a, b]| ( k ( (1 + !)|S % [a, b]|.

We let n denote the size of S and let u = 2w denote the size
of universe U . Our main result is a static data structure
with space cost O(n) that supports the query FindAny in
constant time. As a corollary, the data structure allows
Report in time O(k), where k is the number of elements to
be reported.

Furthermore, we give linear space structures for the ap-
proximate range counting problem. We present a data struc-
ture that uses space O(n) and supports Count! in constant
time, for any constant ! > 0.

The preprocessing time for the mentioned data structures
is expected time O(n

)
log u).

1.1 Related work

E!cient static data structures for range searching have
been studied intensively over the past 30 years, for surveys
and books see e.g. [1, 18, 20]. In one dimension there has
been much focus on the following two fundamental problems:
the membership problem and the predecessor problem. These
problems address the following queries respectively:

Member(a), a $ U : Return yes if and only if a $ S.

Pred(a), a $ U : Return the predecessor of a, i.e., max(S %
[0, a]) or & if there are no such element.

The Member query is easily solved by FindAny, Report or
Count! by restricting the query to unit size. On the other
hand, it is straightforward to compute these three queries
by at most two predecessor queries given an additional sort-
ed (relative to U) list of the points S, where each point is
associated its list rank.

An information theoretic lower bound implies that any
data structure supporting any of the above queries, includ-
ing Member, requires at least log u

n bits, i.e., has linear

space cost in terms of w = log u bit words for n ( u1!!(1).
In [12], Fredman, Komlós and Szemeredi give an optimal
solution for the static membership problem, which support-
s Member in constant time and with space cost O(n). In
contrast, the predecessor problem does not permit a data
structure with constant query time for a space cost bound-
ed by nO(1). This was first proved by Ajtai [3], and later

range
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Results on query time
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Weak queries
✤ Guarantee output only on some inputs

‣ Rank of prefixes of strings in S, in O(1) 
time [ABR ’01].

‣ Represent a function with domain S, 
without storing S [SS ‘89], [CKRT, ’04].

‣ Rank of any string in S, using O(n log log w) 
bits of space [BBPV ‘09].

Monotone Minimal Perfect Hashing:
Searching a Sorted Table with O(1) Accesses

Djamal Belazzougui! Paolo Boldi† Rasmus Pagh‡ Sebastiano Vigna†

Abstract
A minimal perfect hash function maps a set S of n
keys into the set { 0, 1, . . . , n! 1 } bijectively. Classical
results state that minimal perfect hashing is possible
in constant time using a structure occupying space
close to the lower bound of log e bits per element.
Here we consider the problem of monotone minimal
perfect hashing, in which the bijection is required to
preserve the lexicographical ordering of the keys. A
monotone minimal perfect hash function can be seen
as a very weak form of index that provides ranking
just on the set S (and answers randomly outside of
S). Our goal is to minimise the description size of the
hash function: we show that, for a set S of n elements
out of a universe of 2w elements, O(n log log w) bits are
su!cient to hash monotonically with evaluation time
O(log w). Alternatively, we can get space O(n log w)
bits with O(1) query time. Both of these data structures
improve a straightforward construction with O(n log w)
space and O(log w) query time. As a consequence, it
is possible to search a sorted table with O(1) accesses
to the table (using additional O(n log log w) bits). Our
results are based on a structure (of independent interest)
that represents a trie in a very compact way, but
admits errors. As a further application of the same
structure, we show how to compute the predecessor
(in the sorted order of S) of an arbitrary element,
using O(1) accesses in expectation and an index of
O(n log w) bits, improving the trivial result of O(nw)
bits. This implies an e!cient index for searching a
blocked memory.

1 Introduction
This paper addresses a series of problems that lie at the
confluence of two streams of research: the study of min-
imal perfect hash functions, and the analysis of indexing
structures. A minimal perfect hash functions maps bi-
jectively a set S of n keys into the set { 0, 1, . . . , n! 1 }.
The construction of such functions has been widely

!Institut National d’Informatique, Oued Smar, Algiers, Algeria
†Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy
‡IT University of Copenhagen, Denmark

studied in the last years, leading to fundamental the-
oretical results such as [12, 13, 15].

From an application-oriented viewpoint, order-
preserving minimal perfect hash functions have been
used to retrieve the position of a key in a given list
of keys [11, 20]. We start from the observation that
all existing techniques for this task assume that keys
can be provided in any order, incurring an unavoidable
!(n log n) lower bound on the number of bits required to
store the function. However, very frequently the keys to
be hashed are sorted in their intrinsic (i.e., lexicograph-
ical) order. This is typically the case of dictionaries of
search engines, list of URLs of web graphs, etc. We call
the problem of mapping each key of a lexicographically
sorted set to its ordinal position monotone minimal per-
fect hashing. This problem has received, to the best of
our knowledge, no attention in the literature. However,
as we will shortly explain, it is tightly connected with
other classical problems. It is, in a way, a very weak
form of ranking : for instance, partial ranking on a set
S is given by a function that returns the lexicographi-
cal position of an element x of S, but returns ! 1 if x
is not in S. Instead, a monotone minimal perfect hash
function is allowed to return any result on elements not
in S.

In a classical paper, Yao [27] showed that if one uses
no extra space in addition to a table of n > 2 keys from
an ordered universe u, and if u is su!ciently large, any
organization of the table requires log(n + 1) worst case
search time. In particular, sorting the table yields the
best possible search time. The lower bound holds even
if we are interested only in membership queries (“is x
in the table or not?”), and it extends to more general
data structures allowing pointers and repeated keys in
nO(1) space. A number of researchers have investigated
the amount of extra space needed to break Yao’s lower
bound, using hashing techniques to provide membership
queries with O(1) table accesses [9, 10, 25]. However,
these schemes do not support range queries (“Which
are the keys in the range [! . . r]?”) beyond the trivial
reduction to membership queries that requires linear
time in the size of the range.

Here we consider the scenario where the table is

The Bloomier Filter: An E!cient Data Structure for Static Support
Lookup Tables !

Bernard Chazelle† Joe Kilian‡ Ronitt Rubinfeld‡ Ayellet Tal§

“Oh boy, here is another David Nelson”
Ticket Agent, Los Angeles Airport

(Source: BBC News)

Abstract
We introduce the Bloomier filter, a data structure for
compactly encoding a function with static support in
order to support approximate evaluation queries. Our
construction generalizes the classical Bloom filter, an
ingenious hashing scheme heavily used in networks and
databases, whose main attribute—space e!ciency—is
achieved at the expense of a tiny false-positive rate.
Whereas Bloom filters can handle only set membership
queries, our Bloomier filters can deal with arbitrary
functions. We give several designs varying in simplicity
and optimality, and we provide lower bounds to prove
the (near) optimality of our constructions.

1 Introduction
A widely reported news story1 describes the current
predicament facing air passengers with the name of
David Nelson, most of whom are being flagged for extra
security checks at airports across the United States: “If
you think security at airports is tight enough already,
imagine your name popping up in airline computers
with a red flag as being a possible terrorist. That’s
what’s happening to David Nelsons across the country.”
The problem is so bad that many David Nelsons have
stopped flying altogether. Although the name David
Nelson raises a red flag, security o!cials won’t say if
there is a terror suspect by that name. “Transportation
Security Administration spokesman Nico Melendez said

!This work was supported in part by NSF grant CCR-998817,
hARO Grant DAAH04-96-1-0181, and NEC Laboratories Amer-
ica.

†Princeton University and NEC Laboratories America,
chazelle@cs.princeton.edu

‡NEC Laboratories America, {joe|ronitt}@nec-labs.com
§Technion and Princeton University,

ayellet@ee.technion.ac.il
1 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/2995288.stm,

http://www.kgun9.com/story.asp?TitleID=3201&. . .
. . . ProgramOption=News

the problem was due to name-matching technology used
by airlines.”

This story illustrates a common problem that arises
when one tries to balance false negatives and false
positives: if one is unwilling to accept any false negatives
whatsoever, one often pays with a high false positive
rate. Ideally, one would like to adjust one’s system
to fix particularly troublesome false positives while still
avoiding the possibility of a false negative (eg, one would
like to make life easier for the David Nelsons of the world
without making life easier for Osama Bin Laden). We
consider these issues for the more prosaic example of
Bloom filters, described below.

Historical background Bloom filters yield an ex-
tremely compact data structure that supports mem-
bership queries to a set [1]. Their space requirements
fall significantly below the information theoretic lower
bounds for error-free data structures. They achieve
their e!ciency at the cost of a small false positive rate
(items not in the set have a small constant probability
of being listed as in the set), but have no false nega-
tives (items in the set are always recognized as being in
the set). Bloom filters are widely used in practice when
storage is at a premium and an occasional false positive
is tolerable. They have many uses in networks [2]: for
collaborating in overlay and peer-to-peer networks [5,
8, 17], resource routing [15, 26], packet routing [12, 30],
and measurement infrastructures [9, 29]. Bloom fil-
ters are used in distributed databases to support ice-
berg queries, di"erential files access, and to compute
joins and semijoins [7, 11, 14, 18, 20, 24]. Bloom filters
are also used for approximating membership checking
of password data structures [21], web caching [10, 27],
and spell checking [22].

Several variants of Bloom filters have been pro-
posed. Attenuated Bloom filters [26] use arrays of Bloom
filters to store shortest path distance information. Spec-
tral Bloom filters [7] extend the data structure to sup-
port estimates of frequencies. In Counting Bloom Fil-
ters [10] each entry in the filter need not be a single bit
but rather a small counter. Insertions and deletions to
the filter increment or decrement the counters respec-
tively. When the filter is intended to be passed as a
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We consider static one dimensional range searching prob-
lems. These problems are to build static data structures for
an integer set S " U , where U = {0, 1, . . . , 2w # 1}, which
support various queries for integer intervals of U . For the
query of reporting all integers in S contained within a query
interval, we present an optimal data structure with linear
space cost and with query time linear in the number of inte-
gers reported. This result holds in the unit cost RAM model
with word size w and a standard instruction set. We also
present a linear space data structure for approximate range
counting. A range counting query for an interval returns
the number of integers in S contained within the interval.
For any constant ! > 0, our range counting data structure
returns in constant time an approximate answer which is
within a factor of at most 1 + ! of the correct answer.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let S be a subset of the universe U = {0, 1, . . . , 2w # 1}
for some parameter w. We consider static data structures
for storing the set S such that various types of range search
queries can be answered for S. Our bounds are valid in
the standard unit cost RAM with word size w and a stan-
dard instruction set. We present an optimal data struc-
ture for the fundamental problem of reporting all elements
from S contained within a given query interval. We also pro-
vide a data structure that supports an approximate range
counting query and show how this can be applied for multi-
dimensional orthogonal range searching. In particular, we
provide new results for the following query operations.
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FindAny(a, b), a, b $ U : Report any element in S % [a, b] or
& if there is no such element.

Report(a, b), a, b $ U : Report all elements in S % [a, b].

Count!(a, b), a, b $ U, ! ' 0: Return an integer k such that
|S % [a, b]| ( k ( (1 + !)|S % [a, b]|.

We let n denote the size of S and let u = 2w denote the size
of universe U . Our main result is a static data structure
with space cost O(n) that supports the query FindAny in
constant time. As a corollary, the data structure allows
Report in time O(k), where k is the number of elements to
be reported.

Furthermore, we give linear space structures for the ap-
proximate range counting problem. We present a data struc-
ture that uses space O(n) and supports Count! in constant
time, for any constant ! > 0.

The preprocessing time for the mentioned data structures
is expected time O(n

)
log u).

1.1 Related work

E!cient static data structures for range searching have
been studied intensively over the past 30 years, for surveys
and books see e.g. [1, 18, 20]. In one dimension there has
been much focus on the following two fundamental problems:
the membership problem and the predecessor problem. These
problems address the following queries respectively:

Member(a), a $ U : Return yes if and only if a $ S.

Pred(a), a $ U : Return the predecessor of a, i.e., max(S %
[0, a]) or & if there are no such element.

The Member query is easily solved by FindAny, Report or
Count! by restricting the query to unit size. On the other
hand, it is straightforward to compute these three queries
by at most two predecessor queries given an additional sort-
ed (relative to U) list of the points S, where each point is
associated its list rank.

An information theoretic lower bound implies that any
data structure supporting any of the above queries, includ-
ing Member, requires at least log u

n bits, i.e., has linear

space cost in terms of w = log u bit words for n ( u1!!(1).
In [12], Fredman, Komlós and Szemeredi give an optimal
solution for the static membership problem, which support-
s Member in constant time and with space cost O(n). In
contrast, the predecessor problem does not permit a data
structure with constant query time for a space cost bound-
ed by nO(1). This was first proved by Ajtai [3], and later
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Weak queries
✤ Guarantee output only on some inputs

‣ Rank of prefixes of strings in S, in O(1) 
time [ABR ’01].

‣ Represent a function with domain S, 
without storing S [SS ‘89], [CKRT, ’04].

‣ Rank of any string in S, using O(n log log w) 
bits of space [BBPV ‘09].
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Abstract
A minimal perfect hash function maps a set S of n
keys into the set { 0, 1, . . . , n! 1 } bijectively. Classical
results state that minimal perfect hashing is possible
in constant time using a structure occupying space
close to the lower bound of log e bits per element.
Here we consider the problem of monotone minimal
perfect hashing, in which the bijection is required to
preserve the lexicographical ordering of the keys. A
monotone minimal perfect hash function can be seen
as a very weak form of index that provides ranking
just on the set S (and answers randomly outside of
S). Our goal is to minimise the description size of the
hash function: we show that, for a set S of n elements
out of a universe of 2w elements, O(n log log w) bits are
su!cient to hash monotonically with evaluation time
O(log w). Alternatively, we can get space O(n log w)
bits with O(1) query time. Both of these data structures
improve a straightforward construction with O(n log w)
space and O(log w) query time. As a consequence, it
is possible to search a sorted table with O(1) accesses
to the table (using additional O(n log log w) bits). Our
results are based on a structure (of independent interest)
that represents a trie in a very compact way, but
admits errors. As a further application of the same
structure, we show how to compute the predecessor
(in the sorted order of S) of an arbitrary element,
using O(1) accesses in expectation and an index of
O(n log w) bits, improving the trivial result of O(nw)
bits. This implies an e!cient index for searching a
blocked memory.

1 Introduction
This paper addresses a series of problems that lie at the
confluence of two streams of research: the study of min-
imal perfect hash functions, and the analysis of indexing
structures. A minimal perfect hash functions maps bi-
jectively a set S of n keys into the set { 0, 1, . . . , n! 1 }.
The construction of such functions has been widely
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studied in the last years, leading to fundamental the-
oretical results such as [12, 13, 15].

From an application-oriented viewpoint, order-
preserving minimal perfect hash functions have been
used to retrieve the position of a key in a given list
of keys [11, 20]. We start from the observation that
all existing techniques for this task assume that keys
can be provided in any order, incurring an unavoidable
!(n log n) lower bound on the number of bits required to
store the function. However, very frequently the keys to
be hashed are sorted in their intrinsic (i.e., lexicograph-
ical) order. This is typically the case of dictionaries of
search engines, list of URLs of web graphs, etc. We call
the problem of mapping each key of a lexicographically
sorted set to its ordinal position monotone minimal per-
fect hashing. This problem has received, to the best of
our knowledge, no attention in the literature. However,
as we will shortly explain, it is tightly connected with
other classical problems. It is, in a way, a very weak
form of ranking : for instance, partial ranking on a set
S is given by a function that returns the lexicographi-
cal position of an element x of S, but returns ! 1 if x
is not in S. Instead, a monotone minimal perfect hash
function is allowed to return any result on elements not
in S.

In a classical paper, Yao [27] showed that if one uses
no extra space in addition to a table of n > 2 keys from
an ordered universe u, and if u is su!ciently large, any
organization of the table requires log(n + 1) worst case
search time. In particular, sorting the table yields the
best possible search time. The lower bound holds even
if we are interested only in membership queries (“is x
in the table or not?”), and it extends to more general
data structures allowing pointers and repeated keys in
nO(1) space. A number of researchers have investigated
the amount of extra space needed to break Yao’s lower
bound, using hashing techniques to provide membership
queries with O(1) table accesses [9, 10, 25]. However,
these schemes do not support range queries (“Which
are the keys in the range [! . . r]?”) beyond the trivial
reduction to membership queries that requires linear
time in the size of the range.

Here we consider the scenario where the table is

The Bloomier Filter: An E!cient Data Structure for Static Support
Lookup Tables !

Bernard Chazelle† Joe Kilian‡ Ronitt Rubinfeld‡ Ayellet Tal§

“Oh boy, here is another David Nelson”
Ticket Agent, Los Angeles Airport

(Source: BBC News)

Abstract
We introduce the Bloomier filter, a data structure for
compactly encoding a function with static support in
order to support approximate evaluation queries. Our
construction generalizes the classical Bloom filter, an
ingenious hashing scheme heavily used in networks and
databases, whose main attribute—space e!ciency—is
achieved at the expense of a tiny false-positive rate.
Whereas Bloom filters can handle only set membership
queries, our Bloomier filters can deal with arbitrary
functions. We give several designs varying in simplicity
and optimality, and we provide lower bounds to prove
the (near) optimality of our constructions.

1 Introduction
A widely reported news story1 describes the current
predicament facing air passengers with the name of
David Nelson, most of whom are being flagged for extra
security checks at airports across the United States: “If
you think security at airports is tight enough already,
imagine your name popping up in airline computers
with a red flag as being a possible terrorist. That’s
what’s happening to David Nelsons across the country.”
The problem is so bad that many David Nelsons have
stopped flying altogether. Although the name David
Nelson raises a red flag, security o!cials won’t say if
there is a terror suspect by that name. “Transportation
Security Administration spokesman Nico Melendez said
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the problem was due to name-matching technology used
by airlines.”

This story illustrates a common problem that arises
when one tries to balance false negatives and false
positives: if one is unwilling to accept any false negatives
whatsoever, one often pays with a high false positive
rate. Ideally, one would like to adjust one’s system
to fix particularly troublesome false positives while still
avoiding the possibility of a false negative (eg, one would
like to make life easier for the David Nelsons of the world
without making life easier for Osama Bin Laden). We
consider these issues for the more prosaic example of
Bloom filters, described below.

Historical background Bloom filters yield an ex-
tremely compact data structure that supports mem-
bership queries to a set [1]. Their space requirements
fall significantly below the information theoretic lower
bounds for error-free data structures. They achieve
their e!ciency at the cost of a small false positive rate
(items not in the set have a small constant probability
of being listed as in the set), but have no false nega-
tives (items in the set are always recognized as being in
the set). Bloom filters are widely used in practice when
storage is at a premium and an occasional false positive
is tolerable. They have many uses in networks [2]: for
collaborating in overlay and peer-to-peer networks [5,
8, 17], resource routing [15, 26], packet routing [12, 30],
and measurement infrastructures [9, 29]. Bloom fil-
ters are used in distributed databases to support ice-
berg queries, di"erential files access, and to compute
joins and semijoins [7, 11, 14, 18, 20, 24]. Bloom filters
are also used for approximating membership checking
of password data structures [21], web caching [10, 27],
and spell checking [22].

Several variants of Bloom filters have been pro-
posed. Attenuated Bloom filters [26] use arrays of Bloom
filters to store shortest path distance information. Spec-
tral Bloom filters [7] extend the data structure to sup-
port estimates of frequencies. In Counting Bloom Fil-
ters [10] each entry in the filter need not be a single bit
but rather a small counter. Insertions and deletions to
the filter increment or decrement the counters respec-
tively. When the filter is intended to be passed as a
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Weak queries
✤ Guarantee output only on some inputs

‣ Rank of prefixes of strings in S, in O(1) 
time [ABR ’01].

‣ Represent a function with domain S, 
without storing S [SS ‘89], [CKRT, ’04].

‣ Rank of any string in S, using O(n log log w) 
bits of space [BBPV ‘09].

Monotone Minimal Perfect Hashing:
Searching a Sorted Table with O(1) Accesses

Djamal Belazzougui! Paolo Boldi† Rasmus Pagh‡ Sebastiano Vigna†

Abstract
A minimal perfect hash function maps a set S of n
keys into the set { 0, 1, . . . , n! 1 } bijectively. Classical
results state that minimal perfect hashing is possible
in constant time using a structure occupying space
close to the lower bound of log e bits per element.
Here we consider the problem of monotone minimal
perfect hashing, in which the bijection is required to
preserve the lexicographical ordering of the keys. A
monotone minimal perfect hash function can be seen
as a very weak form of index that provides ranking
just on the set S (and answers randomly outside of
S). Our goal is to minimise the description size of the
hash function: we show that, for a set S of n elements
out of a universe of 2w elements, O(n log log w) bits are
su!cient to hash monotonically with evaluation time
O(log w). Alternatively, we can get space O(n log w)
bits with O(1) query time. Both of these data structures
improve a straightforward construction with O(n log w)
space and O(log w) query time. As a consequence, it
is possible to search a sorted table with O(1) accesses
to the table (using additional O(n log log w) bits). Our
results are based on a structure (of independent interest)
that represents a trie in a very compact way, but
admits errors. As a further application of the same
structure, we show how to compute the predecessor
(in the sorted order of S) of an arbitrary element,
using O(1) accesses in expectation and an index of
O(n log w) bits, improving the trivial result of O(nw)
bits. This implies an e!cient index for searching a
blocked memory.

1 Introduction
This paper addresses a series of problems that lie at the
confluence of two streams of research: the study of min-
imal perfect hash functions, and the analysis of indexing
structures. A minimal perfect hash functions maps bi-
jectively a set S of n keys into the set { 0, 1, . . . , n! 1 }.
The construction of such functions has been widely
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studied in the last years, leading to fundamental the-
oretical results such as [12, 13, 15].

From an application-oriented viewpoint, order-
preserving minimal perfect hash functions have been
used to retrieve the position of a key in a given list
of keys [11, 20]. We start from the observation that
all existing techniques for this task assume that keys
can be provided in any order, incurring an unavoidable
!(n log n) lower bound on the number of bits required to
store the function. However, very frequently the keys to
be hashed are sorted in their intrinsic (i.e., lexicograph-
ical) order. This is typically the case of dictionaries of
search engines, list of URLs of web graphs, etc. We call
the problem of mapping each key of a lexicographically
sorted set to its ordinal position monotone minimal per-
fect hashing. This problem has received, to the best of
our knowledge, no attention in the literature. However,
as we will shortly explain, it is tightly connected with
other classical problems. It is, in a way, a very weak
form of ranking : for instance, partial ranking on a set
S is given by a function that returns the lexicographi-
cal position of an element x of S, but returns ! 1 if x
is not in S. Instead, a monotone minimal perfect hash
function is allowed to return any result on elements not
in S.

In a classical paper, Yao [27] showed that if one uses
no extra space in addition to a table of n > 2 keys from
an ordered universe u, and if u is su!ciently large, any
organization of the table requires log(n + 1) worst case
search time. In particular, sorting the table yields the
best possible search time. The lower bound holds even
if we are interested only in membership queries (“is x
in the table or not?”), and it extends to more general
data structures allowing pointers and repeated keys in
nO(1) space. A number of researchers have investigated
the amount of extra space needed to break Yao’s lower
bound, using hashing techniques to provide membership
queries with O(1) table accesses [9, 10, 25]. However,
these schemes do not support range queries (“Which
are the keys in the range [! . . r]?”) beyond the trivial
reduction to membership queries that requires linear
time in the size of the range.

Here we consider the scenario where the table is
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Weak queries
✤ Guarantee output only on some inputs

‣ Rank of prefixes of strings in S, in O(1) 
time [ABR ’01].

‣ Represent a function with domain S, 
without storing S [SS ‘89], [CKRT, ’04].

‣ Rank of any string in S, using O(n log log w) 
bits of space [BBPV ‘09].
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1. What 

fast memory

index

slow memory

data
(sorted)

(we show)
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1. What 
✤ Weak prefix search (on prefixes that exist):

Possible using space O(n log w) bits.

fast memory
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✤ Weak prefix search (on prefixes that exist):
Possible using space O(n log w) bits.

✤ Ω(n log w) bits required (worst-case).

✤ Space/query time trade-off:
Time O(t) with space O(nw1/t log w).

1. What (we show)
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✤ Weak prefix search (on prefixes that exist):
Possible using space O(n log w) bits.

✤ Ω(n log w) bits required (worst-case).

✤ Space/query time trade-off:
Time O(t) with space O(nw1/t log w).

✤ (Paper generalizes to average length, cache-oblivious 
model, larger alphabets, “compression”,...) 

1. What (we show)
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4. How?

✤ Building blocks:

‣ Monotone minimal perfect hashing

‣ Storing a function

‣ Fat binary search
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Monotone MPH

✤ Store a function f where for each x∈S 
f(x)=rankS(x).

✤ O(n log w) bits, time O(1) [BBPV ‘09].
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Strategy

trie of strings in S

(simplified)
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Strategy

trie of strings in S

prefix  p

1. Find nearest
branching node

(simplified)
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Strategy

trie of strings in S

prefix  p

1. Find nearest
branching node
2. Use monotone
MPH to map this
node to rank.

(simplified)

O(n log w) bits
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Storing a function

✤ Store a function f: S➝{0,1}r.

✤ O(nr) bits, time O(1)
[SS ‘89], [MWHC ‘96], [CKRT ‘04].
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Fat binary search
‣ Choose “middle point” to always 

have as many trailing 0s as possible.

‣ log w possible points on search that 
leads to i, for any starting interval.

1 20i
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Fat binary search
‣ Choose “middle point” to always 

have as many trailing 0s as possible.

‣ log w possible points on search that 
leads to i, for any starting interval.

1 2016i
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Fat binary search
‣ Choose “middle point” to always 

have as many trailing 0s as possible.

‣ log w possible points on search that 
leads to i, for any starting interval.

1 20168 i
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Fat binary search
‣ Choose “middle point” to always 

have as many trailing 0s as possible.

‣ log w possible points on search that 
leads to i, for any starting interval.

1 20168 12i
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Fat binary search
‣ Choose “middle point” to always 

have as many trailing 0s as possible.

‣ log w possible points on search that 
leads to i, for any starting interval.

1 20168 12i
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Strategy

prefix  p

1. Fat binary 
search for length
– f stores depth of the 
nearest branching 
node for each prefix, 
O(n log w) bits.

(simplified)

trie of strings in S
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Strategy

prefix  p

1. Fat binary 
search for length
– f stores depth of the 
nearest branching 
node for each prefix, 
O(n log w) bits.

(simplified)

trie of strings in S
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Lower bound
✤ For n=2 consider the set H of strings 

with Hamming weight 1.

‣ For distinct a,b∈H, at least 
one query distinguishes {0,a} and {0,b}.

00000100
00010000
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Lower bound
✤ For n=2 consider the set H of strings 

with Hamming weight 1.

‣ For distinct a,b∈H, at least 
one query distinguishes {0,a} and {0,b}.

‣ Need |H|=w distinct data structures, 
i.e., at least log w bits.
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Lower bound
✤ For n=2 consider the set H of strings 

with Hamming weight 1.

‣ For distinct a,b∈H, at least 
one query distinguishes {0,a} and {0,b}.

‣ Need |H|=w distinct data structures, 
i.e., at least log w bits.

✤ Generalization to n>2 straightforward.

00000100
00010000
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5. Then what?
✤ Implications:

‣ Prefix search with minimal number of 
accesses to slow memory.

‣ Weak prefix counting + prefix minimum 
without accessing slow memory.

‣ Range search with at most 2 extra 
accesses to slow memory.
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Open problems

✤ Tight space bound for monotone perfect 
hashing? Ω(n), O(n log log w) bits

✤ Is our time-space trade-off necessary?
O(1) query time and O(n log w) space?

✤ Can relative membership be solved 
succinctly?
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Relative membership

0 or 1
(undefined) 0

1

O(n log(1/ε)) bits, O(1) time
[BBPV ‘09]

ε=#1s/#0s
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